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dover beach is the kent location inspiring musicians for decades, including baby queen and the bangles
Considering the good and the bad and the saints and sinners of the world, songwriter, producer, and composer Kitt Wakeley fused both ends with an orchestra, a choir and a rock band in the epic

composers on composing for band
Incorrect credits and poor accessibility are just some of the issues still affecting composers in 2021 Whether it’s the thousands of video game music playlists on YouTube, tracks from League of

kitt wakeley weighs good vs. bad on ‘symphony of sinners and saints,’ shares joe satriani featured “forgive me”
The two songs in question, ‘Get Back’ and ‘Don’t Let Me Down’, have gone down as two of the group’s finest, and Preston had a lot to do with it. In truth, when Preston arrived to perform with The

composers tell us why developers still don’t take game music seriously
Bands across the UK are being invited to sign up to take part in a special celebration day - and to get it heard by performing a free new work by composer Liz Lane.

why two songs signalled the end for the beatles
Waterloo won the Eurovision Song Contest for Sweden and paved the way for ABBA becoming superstars, selling millions of records.

bands asked to hear the call
If you are a composer who wishes to write quintet music for organ and brass with Onyx Brass, Paul Mealor and Francesca Massey - then get ready to pick their

abba star björn ulvaeus: waterloo took us from rat race - i wish that for other songwriters
Melbourne punks Clowns have released a new single titled 'Does It Matter?'. The band share 5 DIY tips to get your band rolling.

jam makers reminder call for music
Rocker and filmmaker Dave Grohl thought he was making a nostalgic documentary about the formative days of famous musicians

5 tips for diy bands wanting to do it themselves shared by clowns
A brand new biweekly gig listing feature - highlighting the very best shows and festivals, from some of the world's greatest guitar outfits and emerging talents, across the UK's many fantastic live mu

for dave grohl, what drives musicians is more than van
The creator of the 'Succession' theme and frequent Barry Jenkins collaborator discusses the fantastical score for 'The Underground Railroad', and the alchemy of putting music to picture

the skiddle gig list: newly announced gigs from your favourite bands & more
As Sons of Kemet release their extraordinarily powerful new album, the band’s leader talks about the importance of inner reflection

for film composer nicholas britell, where the music comes in is an art not a science
AN ex-rocker has gone from heavy metal ding-dongs to Donkey Kong sing-songs after becoming one of the world’s top video game composers. Grant Kirkhope has created the scores for some of the

shabaka hutchings interview: ‘i’m trying to be the artist i was looking for as a young musician’
Following a livestream show on April 15, she put out her fourth album, Young Heart, last week (April 30), five years after her last LP, Beautiful Lies. With the record sitting at No.4 in the UK Chart

scots video game composer jumps from rocking with van halen to playing on donkey kong
Musicians and DJs provided us with tunes we loved, as well as much-needed emotional and social connections - all from the comfort of their

birdy on the making of her new album young heart and the power of livestreams
It’s a remarkable piece of John Williams’ music, perfectly setting the listener up for the tragedy of the film to follow, with a yearning melody, heartbreakingly performed by Itzhak Perlman. One of

djs and musicians reflect on a year of playing virtual gigs
The soul legend’s 1971 album is now considered one of the greatest musical recordings of all time, but it came perilously close to never seeing the light of day. As ‘What’s Going On’ celebrates its

the lowdown on 'feel' and 'groove': how they affect your music, plus 8 quick tips to try
The Brummie reggae stars are back, but in two rival groups. They talk about clocking up 39 hits, partying hard and the bitter split

what’s going on, 50 years on: the bitter true story of marvin gaye’s iconic album
When the pandemic shut down FUSE Theatre of CT’s production of “The Lion King, Jr.” last year, it emboldened Lara Morton, the Madison-based group’s vice-president and director, to assemble a

‘mi5 were tapping our phones’: ub40 on starting out, falling out and losing millions
Molly Hocking, 2019 winner of ITV’s The Voice, says she is “excited” that she will be making her long-awaited home-town return to the stage

fuse theatre embraces pandemic communication for modern twist on shakespeare classic
Music is a labour of love for the Palmerston North musician, and remaining authentic is more valuable than a commercial career.

molly hocking returns to st ives for festival
Armenian genocide, Beirut became the hub of a vibrant music scene that would eventually spread to the rest of the Armenian diaspora

nz music month: honesty first and last for working songwriter shannen petersen
Tim Minchin took on the Billie Eilish song 'Bad Guy' as part of triple j's 2021 Requestival last week. Accompanying himself on accordion, the performer and composer put his signature twist on the

the armenian musicians who established lebanon’s diverse diaspora scene
With stirring songwriting that considers grief, philosophy and ecological collapse, the French quartet have become one of the world’s greatest heavy bands. They discuss their journey so far

video: watch tim minchin put his own spin on billie eilish's 'bad guy'
As India's Covid-19 crisis sweeps across the country, many industries are being impacted, and India's city bands are struggling.

‘nature is hurting’: gojira, the metal band confronting the climate crisis
A former Eastenders actor will join a talented cast of performers to star in a brand new musical show being performed at the county's biggest theatre venue this summer.

indian bands battle for survival amid covid-19 crisis
The cantina songs from "Star Wars" have always been quirky outliers in the franchise's musical canon, but the legendary cantina band is without a doubt responsible for some of the most compelling

eastenders star heading for shropshire as theatres prepare to re-open
From piloting planes to PhDs in molecular biology, success was never straightforward for this band. How do they keep it punk 40 years on?

how 'hamilton' creator lin-manuel miranda ended up writing 'star wars' cantina music
Paul Kazee has been playing music since he was 10. Now he's up for Single of the Year at the International Singer-Songwriters Association awards.

‘we played to 10 people for eight years’: the offspring, punk-rock icons, are back
Graham Rorie tells Jim Gilchrist about two new albums – one recorded with his quartet Gnoss, the other inspired by the many hundreds of Orkney islanders who worked with the Hudson’s Bay Company

ross county country music artist nominated for single of the year at songwriter awards
Detroit Symphony vice president Erik Rönmark called out a letter that expressed “dismay” and “offence” at the orchestra’s broadening composer diversity. And classical music colleagues were quick to

from paris to the arctic: orcadian fiddler graham rorie on his exotic lockdown projects
Though the song was released on Foo Fighter's The Colour and the Shape album in 1997, the band performed the track live two years prior, as seen in the forthcoming What Drives Us documentary

patron attacks the detroit symphony over “offensive” season of black composers, and the classical music world responded.
From virtual plays to livestreamed and homegrown social media concerts, the novel coronavirus taught the arts and entertainment industry a thing or two about how to make the show go on.

watch dave grohl perform 'my hero' with foo fighters for the first time in concert in 1995
WHILE most of us managed to achieve the square root of frankly not much at all during lockdown beyond perhaps finally attempting the odd bit of long put-off DIY and/or gaining a few extra pounds while

on the road again: local live music rolling back to life
Knocked down by the pandemic and social-distancing requirements, Franklin County's musicians look toward the summer with high hopes.

noise annoys: new music from exhalers plus news on oh yeah's virtual tour of ni
Despite devastating setbacks like his studio being vandalised, the saxophonist and teacher believed that music can heal - part of a vision that shaped a future generation of jazz artists.

local musicians striving to get back on their feet — and back to performing
The Camel City Blackouts are looking for a new drummer, but that hasn’t stopped the Winston-Salem-based band from making music. In January, the pop-punk band released its latest EP titled “13.” The EP

remembering zim ngqawana 10 years on, a singular force in south african music
Perma-touring Celtic-soul chief Van Morrison and his punk poet pal John Cooper Clarke were constantly on the move until this past pandemic-stricken year. Their respective upshots, however: a new

local pop-punk band the camel city blackouts has new ep out and another on the way
Dave Grohl thought he was making a nostalgic film about the formative days of famous musicians. But then the pandemic happened. Partly by design and partly by circumstance, "What Drives Us" became a

van morrison and john cooper clarke on life and (anti) lockdown
Talking to Hutchings makes it clear that Black To The Future isn’t likely to be an exception. Read Black To The Future’s track titles in order, and you'll notice they've been named and sequenced by

for dave grohl, what drives musicians is more than a van
Paul Kazee has been playing music since he was 10. Now he's up for Single of the Year at the International Singer-Songwriters Association awards.

interview: shabaka hutchings on african cosmologies + the making of black to the future
Royal babies, the return of Eurovision and a documentary about using psychedelic drugs to treat depression are among the TV highlights in the week ahead. Here are PA TV writers' top recommendations

ross county county music artist nominated for single of the year at songwriter awards
Little Mix have liked a post revealing Jade Thirlwall as a co-writer for TWICE’s unreleased song, ‘First Time’. Jade Thirlwall seems to be branching out with her songwriting skills as it’s been

tv guide: royal babies, eurovision and psychedelic drug trials among highlights for week starting may 15
Royal babies, the return of Eurovision and a documentary about using psychedelic drugs to treat depression are among the TV highlights in the week ahead. Here are PA TV writers' top recommendations

jade thirlwall has co-written a song for k-pop band twice's new album 'taste of love'
The free concert is one of several throughout the Southeast the band will perform while its members live aboard a yacht and document their experiences on the show. Yacht Stops will be available on

tv guide: royal babies, eurovision and psychedelic drug trials among tv highlights for week starting may 15
Courtesy of Jason BerryThe words “funeral” and “joyous” rarely come coupled in the same sentence. Yes, funerals are often used to celebrate a life, but the celebration is usually muted, even solemn.

a new tv show is filming on hilton head next week (and there’s a free concert involved)
During this Mental Health Awareness Week, mental health charity Mind has collaborated with Ninja Tune, Paradigm, Percolate and POLY to launch resources for helping to support the mental health of

a new doc shines a loving light on the new orleans jazz funeral
I’ve actually had the most interesting day.” Mark Millar tells me before anything else. “I knackered my shoulder and I had to go to the hospital and get an injection into my shoulder with a steroid

4 artists share their tips for managing your mental health
HIS Crooner Sessions became an online hit during lockdown, with stars including Sir Elton John and Sting joining Gary Barlow for a celeb singalong on Zoom. Now the Take That frontman has landed
gary barlow lands star-studded music show on bbc called i’m with the band
A Kent beach is an unlikely source of artistic inspiration for musicians from South Africa to California - but why?
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